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Introduction 
!
If you’re anything like others trying to market your business or 
nonprofit organization, you’ve felt frustration at some point or another. 
Time and time again, that frustration comes from doing some of the 
basic steps in the wrong order.!
!
In OOMPHcast Episode #2, guest Chris Dodds talked about his 
phased approach to online marketing that he used with his company, 
Websites Need Words.!
!
We’ve put together this ebook so you could learn what a phased 
approach to online marketing can look like.!
!
Thanks as always to our resource sponsor, T&S Web Design, who 
made this ebook possible.!
!
Let’s take a look at the steps to marketing online in the right order.!
!
!
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Step 0 - Build Your Plan 
!
Before you do anything else, you need to build 
your plan. The plan should have three basic 
components:!
!
1. Set Goals!
!
You can’t know if you’re on track unless you 
actually have goals you’re shooting for. This 
should be big picture goals, and need to be specific.!
!
2. Set Milestones!
!
You need to have specific checkpoints on the way to your goal, so you 
know whether you’re on the right track or not. These should be 
S.M.A.R.T. goals: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and 
Time-Bound.!
!
3. Set a Schedule!
!
Your ongoing marketing plan needs to have consistent execution. And 
that means you need to set a schedule and stick to it. You need a 
schedule for publication, and a schedule for creation.!
!
With today’s scheduling tools, those don’t have to be the same. But 
they do need to line up with the milestones and goals you have set.!
!
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Step 1 - Build Your Platform 
!
Now it’s time to get the websites and services set 
up that will allow you to market to your target 
audience.!
!
Your platform could include some of the 
following:!
!
• A page on Facebook!
• An account on Twitter!
• A business page on LinkedIn!
• A Google Plus page!
• A YouTube Channel!
• A MailChimp email newsletter account!
• A website with a blog!
!
Of course, there are plenty of possibilities, and you should not waste 
time trying everything. The keys are:!
!
• Only set up the platforms you can keep up with!
• Pick platforms that are relevant to your target market!
• Pick platforms that are relevant to your services and/or products!
• Pick platforms that you are (or can become) comfortable using!
!
And when you’re setting up the platform, make sure you do some 
basic research on what the best practices are. Don’t rush through the 
setup process. 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Step 2 - Build Consistency 
!
One of the keys to success in anything is 
consistency. Since the bulk of online marketing 
is writing, the key to building consistency 
involves writing on a regular basis.!
!
While you do have to write regularly, your 
schedule does not need to be extremely strict. 
Modern tools let you schedule the publication of 
your content on any number of platforms.!
!
To write on a regular basis, there are several things that can help.!
!
1. Write When the Mood Strikes!
!
Most people have certain times that they’re really in the mood to write. 
If that happens to you, strike while the iron is hot!!
!
2. Keep an Idea Log!
!
Topic ideas may occur to you when it’s not convenient to actually do a 
lot of writing. Just make a note of the topic, and come back to it later.!
!
3. Outline Ideas!
!
You may come up with a lot of details around one theme. Start an 
outline. Soon you’ll have enough for multiple types of content. 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Step 3 - Build Your Audience 
!
Now that you’ve started publishing 
consistently, it’s time to work on building an 
audience up to absorb all that content.!
!
The key is to build your audience before you 
need your audience. You have to first be 
providing valuable content, then work on 
getting people to connect with your organization.!
!
Building your audience tends to fall into two categories: Macro 
Building and Micro Building.!
!
Macro building can be the easier of the two, but is often the least 
effective. It includes methods like:!
!
• Giveaways!
• Donating!
• Exclusives for Fans!
!
Micro building consists of meaningful conversations with people on a 
one-at-a-time basis. It also involves doing favors online for those 
people before you ask them to connect with your organization.!
!
While micro building can be time consuming, it results in a much 
better targeted audience that actually feels connected to your 
organization. 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Step 4 - Build Engagement 
!
Engagement is someone interacting with you 
and your organization online. It may be as 
simple as click on a link in an email newsletter, 
or more involved like having a meaningful 
conversation.!
!
This final step is more of an art form than any 
of the other steps that came before it. It relies 
on other people being motivated enough to partake in an ongoing 
activity.!
!
The key is to be interesting and enticing. Your content has to provoke 
engagement by its very nature. And you have to be willing to fail 
multiple times before (and even after) succeeding, being sure to learn 
lessons each time.!
!
Here are some quick tips that sometimes result in more engagement:!
!
• Ask questions!
• Ask for help!
• Give a participation prize!
• Promote a cause!
• Ask people to participate!
!
Remember, if you worry about engagement too early in the process, 
it’s easy to get frustrated and embarrassed if nobody participates. 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Summary 
!
Some of these steps may happen organically a little out of order, and 
that’s fine. But if you try to force them in the wrong order, it’s easy to 
get frustrated and feel like you’ve failed.!
!
So if you have that nagging feeling of failure, fall back on these steps 
and make sure you’re doing them in the right order.!
!
Want more expert online marketing advice?!
!
Listen to our online marketing podcast and connect with us online for 
more expert online marketing advice.!
!
• Our website!
• Facebook!
• Twitter!
• LinkedIn!
• Google+!
!
Thanks for reading, and keep on marketing, Oklahoma!
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